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The Town of Liberty is seeing a
renewed interest in business

moving into the town, from Parksville
to White Sulphur and from downtown
Liberty to Old Route 17.

Supervisor Frank DeMayo is delight-
ed by the attention his township is
receiving and said the pandemic, in
part, has played a role in the flurry of
activity.

He said just like after 9-11, a lot of
folks from the metropolitan New York
City area are moving up to Sullivan
County – and Liberty. 

“This time around a lot of folks
came up here, too,” DeMayo said,
referring to the pandemic movement.
“We now have to keep them here.”
What’s on the docket

One of the larger projects DeMayo

is trying to close is the million-square-
foot spec building being proposed on
Old Route 17, going toward Monticel-
lo. It could be utilized as a warehouse
or distribution center.

“It’s before the planning board right
now,” he said. “The Geiss Co. out of
Ohio is the builder and the big chal-
lenge is how do we get them water?”

DeMayo said that while this area
was designated as Commercial/Indus-
trial many years ago, there were never
any water and sewer pipes laid to
provide the area with services. 

DeMayo said the corridor is ideal
because there are not many homes
along Old 17 in that area and there
are several exits for Route 17, which
makes access easier.

“Marc [Baez, CEO of the Partnership]
has been trying for years to bring new
business into this area,” DeMayo said.
“Moving forward we will be working
on grants to assist with running water
and sewer to this area, which will cost

about one and a half million.
“We already have an agreement with

the village to use their sewer plant,
which can accommodate up to
100,000 gallons per day,” he said.
“This project would provide really
good ratables.”
Cannibas company

DeMayo is also very supportive of
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Above: The Historic Village of Liberty theater 
continues to make progress. 

Left: Town Supervisor Frank DeMayo sees good
things ahead. 
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To The People

With summer in full swing and temperatures
finally warming up, it seems that our econo-
my is beginning to warm again as well.  

Whether it’s the general feeling that pan-
demic is entering a more manageable phase,
the lingering desire of people to head to our
hills away from uncertainty in the tristate
metro area, or the demand for onshoring a
growing list of critical goods and services,
Sullivan County continues to draw interest
from a variety of industry sectors to go along
with our traditional tourism.  

With the fastest job growth rate in New
York State for several months, continued
investment in our tourist destination sector in
the form of new project development, and
the number of commercial projects seeking
approvals at the highest level we have seen

at any one single time,
Sullivan County is poised
to go on a prolonged run
of economic develop-
ment activity for years to
come. 

Of course, we must
temper our reaction to these trends as overall
volatility could still redirect where we are in
an instant. 

The war in Ukraine, continued supply chain
issues, inflation, and any new covid variant
can quickly muck things up. 

Yet setbacks in our economy or life in gen-
eral, most always create opportunities on the
other side of the ledger. 

Sullivan County is benefitting from recent
challenges as we have become a target for
those seeking a different lifestyle, a tempo-
rary getaway, and businesses seeking sites to
expand or locate to, not readily available in
other areas. 

Still, we must take advantage of where we
are now and move ahead, continuing to focus
on maximizing our assets and opportunities
to create a diverse economy able to increas-
ingly withstand whatever headwinds act to
veer us off course. 

The more we stick to our steady efforts to
grow our economy across all sectors in a bal-
anced way, the stronger we will be to any
setbacks that can arise.    

So, enjoy the warm weather and embrace
the warming up of our economy, it is a bless-
ing we should not take for granted. Have a
prosperous and joy filled summer.

Sincerely,

Marc Baez

President, Sullivan County Partnership

CEO/President Marc Baez
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Holistic Industries, a Colorado-based
company, which is trying to bring a
medicinal and recreational cannabis
growing company to Liberty.

“They are interested in a corner lot
near Parksville,” DeMayo said. “There
is challenges with the [state] licensing
process, but we have full [Town of
Liberty] board support.”
Golf Course action

One of the biggest projects the
Town of Liberty is currently working
on is Sullivan County Golf and Coun-
try Club’s expansion.

The property was purchased by
Sims Foster, according to DeMayo,
and plans are for a 150-room hotel
with 100 residential units around the
golf course.

There will also be 30 glamping sites,
DeMayo said, and an update to the
clubhouse and the addition of a pool
and tennis courts. 

“They will also need to redesign the
golf course,” he said. “This project
will create 100 jobs.”

DeMayo said the biggest hurdle
with this project will be a resolution
with the Village of Liberty for sewer

service.
“All of these projects have had open

dialogue with the Village officials to
bring them to fruition,” DeMayo said.
“We also have a lot of development
projects near Swan Lake.”
Action in Swan Lake

A pending upgrade to the Swan
Lake sewer district – to the tune of
$18 million using 0 percent interest
loans – has opened the door for
expansion.

“A lot of housing is going up on the
southeast section of Liberty, mostly
Hasidic,” DeMayo said. “They prefer
open space and are building on 3-
acre lots. They are nice homes and
nice folks.”

DeMayo said the town was working
with the developer on environmental
studies to assess the effects on the
environment.
Moving Downtown
The Liberty Theater, which is now

owned by Bruce Davidson, is show-
ing new signs of life.

“I met with Bruce  a couple of
weeks ago and he found contractors
and they are back working.

“That project is huge,” he said.
Another big project brewing in Lib-

erty is the Brick and Tunnel Brewery,
which is moving into the former Kil-
lian Transfer building on Lake St.

“Rich Constagna, who owns Brick
and Tunnel out of Maspeth, is a great

guy who brews great beer,” DeMayo
said. 

He said the company is working on
moving its operation to Liberty and
plans are for a soft opening in July.

Another brewery is being planned
on Sullivan Ave., just down the steet
from McDonald’s and a mico-brewery
is being discussed at the Beer Store
on the east end of Mill St.
Eco is big

Liberty is also actively involved with
the Rail Trail Alliance.

“It’s a great program,” DeMayo said.
“We clearly understand how it could
help local business. While they are
focused in Fallsburg right now, Liber-
ty is on the list for the next phase.”
Final Thoughts

And while many communities in the
Mid-Hudson continue to receive
grants, Supervisor DeMayo is hoping
the same comes to Liberty.

“After one business moves in, others
tend to follow,” DeMayo said. 

“It’s been a long time for Liberty
and we need a shot in the arm,” he
said. “What about Liberty?”

LIBERTY
From front page

PETRA DUFFY  |  DEMOCRAT

One entrance to the Parksville O&W Rail
Trail includes a mural depicting the histori-
cal past while inviting guests to enjoy the
present recreational opportunities. 
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BY JENNIFER MENDEL

The natural beauty of the
Catskills poetically predisposes

it to eco-friendly behavior. Fittingly,
local Sullivan County businesses con-
tinue to be at the forefront of cli-
mate-friendly practice, as ecommerce
is usurped by eco-commerce. 

In fact, the enhanced sustainability
of small Sullivan County businesses is
referred to as one of the 11 identified
sectors for fiscal growth in a recent
report. Since the 2017 designation of
Sullivan County as a Clean Energy
Community and a Bronze-Certified
Climate Smart Community, local
industry has been placing planet
before profit in investing in eco-
friendly spaces, services, and prod-
ucts. 

Here are some ways in which SC
businesses are going green.

In-house Isn't Always 
The Best

Reducing power usage, the amount
of technological hardware purchased
and housed, and the physical space a
business occupies, are all ways in
which to eco-fy operations. 

By outsourcing data management
systems to a cloud-based operator,
Sullivan County businesses manage
to achieve all three objectives in one.
Proprietors are able to cut down on
computing hardware, and reduce the
floor space required to manage it. 

They also experience a reduction in
overall energy consumption. 

There are a growing number of
computer systems design and man-
agement firms that cater to business-
es in SC and the surrounding areas,
including Network Service LLC,
Offerya LLC, and Tech Lab 2020.
They have a diverse customer base
ranging from civic organizations

through to mid to large-scale private
enterprises.

Keeping it Clean
The increasing number of eco-

friendly cleaning services operating
within Sullivan County echoes the
continued environmental commitment
of businesses in the area. 

The use of earth-conscious cleaning
products minimizes the spread of
chemicals, which have a deleterious
effect on both human and planet
health, and supports sustainable ingre-
dients and packaging processes. 

Sullivan County is as popular with
visitors as it is with residents, and pro-
prietors in the booming vacation,
Airbnb, and VRBO rental sector, along
with other businesses such as retail
and hospitality, generally have a high
customer turnover. 

Such businesses require thorough
sanitization and cleaning, and prefer

the exclusion of toxic and potentially
allergen triggering chemicals that can
linger in the air, and on fabrics and
surfaces.

Build it Better
The Sullivan County Climate Action

Plan, enacted by the SC Legislature in
2014, recognized the critical role that
retrofitting existing buildings and facili-
ties plays in increasing sustainability,
with all new builds also subject to
close scrutiny. 

Accordingly, Sullivan County pro-
vides funding opportunities for energy
efficient upgrades and renewable
energy installations in the private busi-
ness sector. 

The Catskill Brewery in Livingston
Manor is a local business exemplifying
the action plan's initiatives. It compris-
es a single story structure whose eco
credentials include the use of on-site
renewables to exact a 40% reduction

Sullivan County businesses are driving the
change towards greener business practices 
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in energy costs, the installation of
green roofs that absorb heat and expel
oxygen, and irrigation-less pavers and
native plantings.

Holistic Growth and
Healthy Returns

Seminary Hill Orchard & Cidery in
Callicoon is another local enterprise
that espouses eco-friendly principles in
its building design, which is
PassivHaus compliant, and also in its
cider and food operations. 

From orchard to bottle, the company
adheres to holistic production methods
that exclude pesticide and herbicide
usage. Their food menu meanwhile
relies on locally sourced ingredients,
thus reducing the carbon costs associ-
ated with commercial food manufac-
ture and transportation.

The infinite natural beauty of Sullivan
County is unquestionable, its contin-
ued enjoyment for future generations,
is. Thankfully the Sullivan County busi-
ness community continues to embrace
these and other eco-efficient practices,
knowing there's no growth possible
without a planet to protect.

100251

97399

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

Businesses are focusing on the natural.
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Sullivan County hosts a myriad
of local events in our towns,

villages and hamlets, especially
during the summer months. 

Streets are closed and people are
encouraged to get out and support
business. These events bring large
crowds and we have some sugges-
tions on how you can make your
business standout.

6 Ways to Help Get the Sale
If you have an event that will

bring a lot of commerce “tourists”
to your business who do a lot of
visiting and not much buying, you
need to change that with these
ideas.

• Tell a story. While you may not

have the time to do this for every-
one in the store, if you see some-
one eyeballing one of your items in
a loving way, go up to them and
tell them something interesting
about the piece. You’d be surprised
what may inspire a sale.
• Give a taste. If you sell food or

drink, offer someone a taste before
they buy. This works to create a
sale in two ways: they’ll (hopefully)
enjoy it and want more and/or
because you kindly gave them a
taste (and did something for them),
they will feel obligated to buy from
you.
• Teach a quick skill or use for

your product. Draw the crowd into
a quick presentation that features a
product you sell. Have several

products to hand people who want
to buy right there. Alternately, have
a pro available to answer ques-
tions. For instance, a store that sells
painted furniture might have an
expert on hand to walk people
through how to do it themselves.
Don’t worry that it will discourage

them from buying from you. When
they realize how hard it is, they
will beg you to take their money.
• Get people on your mailing

list. You never know when a “tire
kicker” may see something in store
and decide later that week they
must have it. When people are in

6 Ways to make your business stand out
during a local event

BY JAIME SCHMEISER
PRESIDENT AND CEO SULLIVAN COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

When the Callicoon Kiwanis Club held its Annual Holiday Party last December at Catskill
Provisions in Callicoon, owner Claire Marin rolled out the Red Carpet, with tastings of her
spirits and plenty of culinary samples. The event helped promote her business locally.

DEMOCRAT FILE PHOTO

Business coverage

67 East Broadway, Monticello, NY 12701 

Personal coverage
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your store, ask them to join your
mailing list. A few days after the
event, follow up with a coupon,
special offer, or sales notification.
That call-to-action will likely send
them your way. 
• Offer a freebie for that night

only. If it’s a special night or event,
give away a little something to any-
one who buys from you or offer
specials for that night only.
• Create a singalong. In a crowd-

ed store, it’s hard to talk to every-
one but you want to make sure

people have fun and feel the ener-
gy of your business. You want
them to remember you. A good
way to accomplish that is by queu-
ing up the tunes and encouraging
people to sing with you. There are
certain songs people just can’t help
but sing along with – ‘Don’t stop
believing.’ You know what I mean.
If you don’t, just put on Sweet
Caroline and see what happens.

For a list of upcoming local
events visit catskills.com.
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Summer is in full swing here in the
Sullivan Catskills. Businesses are

open, visitors are streaming in and we
are back in action. 

There are many events happening
throughout the summer with many
opportunities to get outside, see live
music, enjoy a theatrical performance,
or discover new thrills.

“Every week is a packed house,”
remarked Roberta Byron-Lockwood,
President/CEO for the Sullivan
Catskills Visitors Association (SCVA). 

The SCVA recently launched a new
app, Sullivan Catskills Go!,
that will allow visitors to find
restaurants, cafes, lodging,
hiking trails, and so much
more all from their smart-
phone. They can check out
events on the events calendar
both on the app and on the
SCVA website, www.sullivan-
catskills.com. 

“There’s so much to do and
see this summer,” Byron-
Lockwood said. “Our busi-
nesses are ready for you.” 

The ever-popular Sullivan
Catskills Dove Trail features
60 dove sculptures painted by
local artists located in towns,
villages, and at tourism busi-
nesses. Summer is the perfect

time to take a road trip and try to
locate them all, and, we will be
adding eight new doves this year—
stay tuned for more details as we
announce their new

“nest-
ing” sites at
locations around
the county. 

The SCVA staff and team
has been busy as well! After

being postponed due to
the Covid pandemic,
travel trade shows are
back and SCVA has been
attending shows all over
the country, from New

York City to Orlando. 
These

shows are a great way to market the
Sullivan Catskills as a travel destination
and highlight our assets, from the
great outdoors to world-class lodging,
to farm-to-table dining, and put our
information in the hands of thousands
of travelers. 

Our social media numbers continue
to grow across all channels, including
the number of followers and engage-
ment. The Sullivan Speaks podcast is a
great way to go in-depth on our mem-
bers and their stories; find them on
our Facebook page here: www.face-
book.com/SullivanCatskills/videos.

Stay up to date by following Sullivan
Catskills on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter and visit www.sullivan-
catskills.com. 
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Sullivan Catskills gearing up
for a busy summer 

The Sullivan Speaks podcast features
member businesses. Pictured are Myriam
López,  left, founder of Catskills Pilates,
and Isabel Braverman, SCVA Brand and
Communications Manager.

The Sullivan Catskills Dove Trail com-
memorates the 50th anniversary of the
1969 Woodstock festival and is a collec-
tion of 60 dove sculptures perched in vil-
lages, towns, and at several tourism
businesses.

There are many events happening all
over Sullivan County this summer, such
as the first annual Upper Delaware Shad
Fest, which was held at Fort Delaware in
Narrowsburg
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BY ISABEL BRAVERMAN 
BRAND AND COMMUNICATION MANAGER SCVA
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Smalls
Plumbing, Heating, and AC

Professional
Plumbing Systems

20929

Specializing in all phases of service & installation . . .  plumbing,
radiant heating, hot water/hot air heating, hydro air, air-conditioning

• AC Ductless Split Units • Water Treatment Systems • Geothermal Systems
CALL TODAY FOR ALL YOUR SERVICE NEEDS

Certified & Factory Trained Professionals in the Latest Technologies
“NO JOB’S TOO BIG FOR SMALLS”

FULLY INSURED
- 876 Old Rt. 17, Harris -  

845-794-7780

Serving
Sullivan County

Since
1953
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449 Broadway • P.O. Drawer 1069
Monticello, NY 12701

845/796-1010
Fax 845/796-1040

THE LAW OFFICES OF

Walter Garigliano &
Barbara A. Garigliano
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369 Broadway, Monticello, NY 12701
845-794-6639

� Computer Desks
� Desk Chairs, Chairs, Chairs
� Low Volume Printers

& Multifunction 
Black & White & Color

� Laptops
� Desk Computers
� Supply Items

� Kyocera Printers
& Multifunction

Black & White & Color
� Office Furniture
� Computer Supplies
� Office Supplies
� Commercial Vacuums
� Computer Furniture

� Extensive Copy Center
� Authorized Fedex

& UPS Shipping Center
� Extensive Art Supply Shoppe
� All Types of Framing

Commercial Office Specialists:

In Addition:

Home office Specialists:
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Certifi ed Public Accountants
www.cooperarias.com

Individual Taxation
Estates & Trusts

Not-for-Profi t Accounting
Financial Statements

892 State Route 17B
Mongaup Valley, NY 12762

845-796-1800

133 Route 304
Bardonia, NY 10954

845-623-0300

2527 Route 17
Goshen, NY 10924

845-343-2215

Corporate, Partnership
& LLC Taxation

Government & Fire District
Auditing
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BY JONATHAN SUNSHINE
ASSOCIATE BROKER, 

THE SUNSHINE GROUP 
REAL ESTATE CORP.

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, 
SULLIVAN COUNTY 

BOARD OF REALTORS

R eal Estate Brokers and
Agents are in the service
business and sometimes that

service is social work. 
Our job, although it may seem

easy, is anything but. It’s a seesaw,
rollercoaster, tightrope kind of
thing. Buyers don’t necessarily see
what is done behind the scenes to
assist you. 

Having said that, treat your agent
the way you would want to be

treated, with respect and curtesy.  

How it works
For a lot of us Real Estate is our

only job and not just to make “Fun
Money”, we take our work very
seriously. We answer the phone,
return emails and text messages at
ALL hours of the day and night and
work every day of the week, if
necessary. 

Once you begin working with an
agent who has become familiar
with your criteria such as the loca-
tion, style, amenities, number of
bedrooms and bathrooms, etc., and
with whom you feel comfortable –
stay with that agent. 

It’s best not to call several agents
to show you different properties.

MLS agents can show you all
homes on the market, so there is
no need to complicate things. 

Our job doesn’t end there. We
also attend second and sometimes
third showings, inspections,
appraisals, final walk-throughs and
finally attend closings with you. 

We communicate with appraisers,
attorneys, lenders, and other
agents. We do all this before we
see a dime. We don’t get paid for
the time we spend or the gas we
use driving around until you finally
close on a property. 

Helpful hints
Be truthful with the agent you

choose to work with. Tell he or
she everything that will help them

find you the best property. Not
sharing your criteria, and real likes
and dislikes will not only prolong
and hinder the search – certainly
making it longer or more difficult –
but might lose you the perfect
property.

Disclose anything that may affect
or prevent you from buying a
property. Your agent can explain
“in general” what monies will be
necessary before you get to far into
your search. 

Get “Pre-Qualified” or better yet
Pre-Approved. Cash buyers, please
have documents to prove “Proof of
Funds”. Make sure the documents
do not have any personal informa-
tion such as account or social secu-
rity numbers and all documents

The Do’s and Please Don’ts 
for the first time real estate buyer
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Over 100 Vehicles In Stock!!
Sullivan County’s biggest little dealership
with the lowest miles in the mountains!

CALL 845-583-5110 OR JUST STOP BY!!!!!!!
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Everything For Your 
Backyard Escape
- Sheds, Garages, Pavilions 
and Outdoor Furniture

Design your own 
shed or garage 

with our 3-D Builder 
on our website!

FREE Delivery in Orange, Sullivan and Ulster Counties.
Large Outdoor Display at All 3 Locations.

7862 Route 55 | P.O. Box 420 | Grahamsville, NY 12740 | 845.985.7006
599 Route 299 | Highland, NY 12528 | 845.883.3222
1A Matthews St, Goshen, NY 10924 | 845.985.3084
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should be current. Sellers want to
know that a buyer can actually
afford to buy, so it is common that
a POF or Pre-Qual or Approval is
requested before the showing

appointment is confirmed.

Appointments are crucial
Keep in touch with your agent as

you travel to your appointment, so
everyone arrives together. If you
must cancel an appointment, try to
give as much notice as possible so
your agent can notify all parties
involved and your agent may be
able to accommodate another client
in that time slot. 

We make appointments just like
doctors, attorneys, and other pro-
fessionals. A canceled appointment
means a lost day of work and
potential income.

When looking at properties bring
everyone with you that will have
any input on that purchase. 

Don’t make appointments, look at
properties, decide on one and then
tell your agent that you have to
come back with your wife, hus-
band, mother, second cousin and
both Aunt Edith, who sold real

estate for five minutes in 1978, and
Uncle Tony who has a hammer
and a screwdriver but has no idea
on how to use either but has to
come along to make sure there’s
nothing wrong with the house and
you’re getting a good deal.

Asking an agent (post Covid) to
go out to a property and facetime
or video it for you because you’re
too busy and just don’t have the
time is unfair. A video isn’t a fair
representation of a property. In
person is really the only way to
assess whether the property is right
for you. 

Take the time out of your sched-
ule and see the property in person.
Agents will inform their seller that
you didn’t see the property, and
your offer will not be taken seri-
ously. Many deals went sideways
after the buyer who saw a video or
facetimed, made an offer which
was accepted. 

When they finally physically saw

the property, they pulled out of the
deal.

Give your agent enough notice to
make appointments. Calling at
eight o’clock at night on a Saturday
to see properties the next day is
unfair. Even if the agent answers
the phone, he or she will probably
not be able to reach the listing
agent to confirm if the property is
even available to show.

Give all the parties involved in a
showing enough time to respond
to the request in a timely fashion.

Final thoughts
This article is intended as a

guideline and not carved in stone.
Buying a home is a huge decision
and probably the most expensive
purchase of anyone’s life. 

It can be a daunting experience
but finding the right agent can
make it easier, exciting, and cer-
tainly less stressful and sometimes
even fun.

JONATHAN SUNSHINE
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Funeral Home

Joseph N. Garlick

(845) 794-7474
388 Broadway, Monticello

(845) 647-7747
186 Canal St., Ellenville

www.josephngarlickfuneralhome.com
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For All Your 
Plumbing 

& Heating Needs
P.O. Box 446

Mongaup Valley, NY 12762
Tel: (845) 583-6595
Fax: (845) 583-4969

Certified NY State 
Pump Installer

Silverman
Mechanical Corp.

CLASSIFIEDSWork!Work!

Don’t just read ‘em... Use ‘em, too!

Whether you are looking for a new job, 
an apartment for rent or want to have a yard sale,

let the Sullivan County Democrat 
Classifieds work for you!

The largest classifieds of any newspaper 
published in Sullivan County, the Democrat 
also carries all the important public notices, 

which keep you abreast about your community!

‘Sullivan County’s Oldest and Most Respected News Source, Since 1891’

CALL 845-887-5200 TO PLACE YOUR AD TODAY!
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